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Abstract
We have measuredthe critical magnetic fields in the quasi2D superconductor (BEDO-TTF)ReO;H,O as a function of
temperaturewith the magneticfield perpendicular and parallel to the conducting planes. A sharp positive change in the
curvature, or kink, in the H-T phaseline, similar to one in the phasediagramof the superconductor h-(BETS),GaCI, occurs in
the low temperature part of the phasediagram nearT/T, = 0.4. Thesekinks in the H-T phaseline could be the signature of a
changein the superconducting order parameter.We discussother possibilities,suchas magnetictransitions, and why they are
lesslikely to exist in thesesalts.To support our claimswe alsopresent recent data showing part of the H-T phasediagram of
h-(BETS),GaC&with the applied magnetic field parallel to the conducting planes.
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1. Introduction
The microscopicmechanismfor superconductivit including
the symmetry of the order parameter, is stl71 an open
question in organic conductors. Indeed, it is not clear if all
organic superconductors have the same microscopic
mechanismor symmetry of their order arameters [1][2].
One indication of the similarity or crlfference between
different superconductors is the shape of the H-T phase
diagram.We have measuredthe H-T hase dia am of the
usin
superconductor (BEDO-TTF)ReO;l$O
(BE%)
resistivit and rf penetration depth. The phaseline in BED8
has an all rupt upward changem slope, similar to the H-T
hase diagram previously reported in h-(BETS),GaCl,
PBETS) [3]. These are the only two organic conductors that
have shown this behavior, and this unique phase diagram
suggeststhat similar physical phenomenaexist in thesetwo
otherwise very different organic salts.
2. Experimental
A single sample was used to make simultaneous
measurementsof rf enetration depth and resistance in
platelets of BEDO. f he resistancewas measuredusing a
standard four terminal ac method.The contacts were made
wires to the samplewith gold paint.
laced inside a small coil that was
to a capacitor and made to self
resonateat 25 Hz with a tunnel’diode. The magneticfield
of the small coil was perpendicular to the conducting planes
of the BEDO. We could relate the rf penetration to the
frequency of the self resonant circuit using a simpleformula
[3], and find the superconductinatransition using a,method
similar to the standard me ods used to find the
superconducting-transition with resistance measurements.
Fig. 1 shows a characteristic resistance and penetration
depth curve at basetemperature.The H, derived from either
measurementyields the samevalue.
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Fig. 1. The superconductingtransition measuredby both
resistanceand penetration depth.
3. Data
The phasediagramthat results from these measurements
is
shown in Fig. 2. The u turn in the phase line occurs at
-T/Tc = 0.4. Four posse
.i: le explanations exist for this type
of phasediagram.
The first is dimensionalcrossover. To seethe effects of
dimensionalcrossoverthe samplewould have to be oriented
with the conducting planes parallel to the applied field [4].
It was easy to confirm that our measurements
were made
with the applied field erpendicular to the conducting
planes, because the BEEl0 samples are platelets. The
orientation was further verified b rotatin the sample90‘
and measuringa higher Hc, (= 0.8 f @T = $5 mK) with the
field arallel to the conducting planes.
ehe second explanation we considered was strong
coupling. The existenceof strong coupling is not very likely
becausethe kink is too abrupt as comparedto calculations
that show a smooth transition to positive curvature [5], and
also becausethe large electron phonon coupling would
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Fig. 2. The BED0 phasediagram.
enhancethe effective mass,which we have measuredto be
near 1 for this salt [6].
Third we consider a magnetictransition, such as a dia
or aramagnetictransition. A similar H-T phasediagramto
BEb 0 was seen in the magnetic system SmRh,B, 271.
Although the phasediagrams are very similar, there is no
obvious magneticion in the BETScompound, and therefore a
magnetictransition is not expected.
Rotatin the sample with respect to the applied dc
magneticfie
3 d and measuringthe H-T phase dia am when
the applied field is parallel to the conducting pYanes gives
more information about a magnetic transitlon. If, for
instance, the kink came from an anisotropic magnetic
transition, the critical field for this transition would change
The internal fields, or -spin orbit
e force necessaryto cant the spins and
e magneticanisotropy of the salt. If, however, the
kink camefrom a temperatureinduced transition, such as a
order parameter shift, then the phase
lied field parallel to the conducting
ink at the sametemperatureas in the

a kink that is as obvious
asthe BED0 data, if seenon a more expanded scale.
was determinedthat the symmetry of the order parameter
UP5 as a function of temperature. The evidence
e of transition in BED0 is not et convincing,
ermal conductivity data for the BETS salt [3] has
been reported that does suy port the hyRothesis of two
superconductingphases.Qua ltatively the c ange m slopeof
the H-T phaseline is consistentwith a change in the order
parameter.Considera casewhere the s
narameter changed from s-wave to ~$!y’?f,‘h~~~$
hortion for a BCS su erconductor starts
and develops a s{ghtly negative cu&$?%
1::
tern erature decreases.D-wave superconductors,at least the
HT& 1ayered materialsthat are somewhat similar to the 2D
organics [9], have a stron positive curvature [IO][ll]=
ave a changein the slope~ofthe
Therefore,it is consistentto hg
H-T phaseline if the superconductor changesthe symmetry
of its order parameter.
4. Conclusions

The fourth phenomenawe h&e considered as an explanation of the kink in the chasediaaram is a changein the
superconductingorder parameter.A&nilar phase”dia am
was seenin the UPt, heavy Fermion superconductor [!T3. It
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